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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A. Background 

Welcoming the globalization era, known as free market, each individual has to prepare 

oneself to be realizable, especially in the field of science and technology. Ability to master 

the technology is required by both adequate knowledge and practices, in order to face the 

demanding global world which is that full of competition. In this case, the role of English is 

needed both in controls and communication technology to interact directly. As a means of 

global communication, English language should be actively controlled, whether oral or 

written communication.  

With the free market, every individual is required to be reliable in communication. 

Language is very instrumental in mastering both technology-based communication and 

interacting directly. The use of English is very important to be able to adapt and keep pace 

with the increasingly advanced global development. 

Before the intern conducted internship activity, she prepared some skills and were taught 

English, such as:  

1. Business English Vocabulary. 

2. English for Banking and Finance. 

3. Computer skills 

4. English for Accounting. 

5. Financial Management. 
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As a Business English Study Program student, the writer carried out internship at bank 

to apply the knowledge, to be involved in particular company, and apply her skills that have 

been learnt at campus into real work through internship activities. 

Based on the illustration above, the writer would like to describe how she conducted her 

internship at PT. Bank Rakyat Indonesia (Persero) Tbk. Kanca Takalar, Unit Pattallassang. 

B. Objectives of the Internship 

The objectives of the internship are:  

1. To give comparison to students about theory and practice about banking activity. 

2. To provide opportunities for students to improve, expand, and strengthen their skills 

in preparation for job application in accordance with the needs of educational 

programs.  

3. To keep good cooperation between Universitas Negeri Makassar, particularly 

Business English Study Program and PT. Bank Rakyat Indonesia (Persero) Tbk, 

Kanca Takalar, Unit Pattallssang. 

C. The Significances of The Internship as Follows: 

1. Theoretically 

It gives insightful contribution to the concept of the objects: Management and 

Computer skills. 

2. Practically  

It gives practices to communicate with customers and work system or management 

of Bank BRI.  
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CHAPTER II 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION  

A. General Description Of PT. Bank Rakyat Indonesia Unit Pattallassang  

 

The first, BRI was established in Purwokerto, Central Java by Raden Arya 

Wiratmadja. The name was Hulp-en Spaarbank der Inlandshe Bestuurs Ambtenaren or 

Helping Bank. The director of BRI, in December 1/1982 with a decree: S.67 DIR /12? 

1982, decided that the anniversary of BRI was December 16, 1895. The government 

considered that it was important to establish the unit office of PT. BANK RAKYAT 

INDONESIA all over Indonesia including the branch office. PT. Bank BRI Kanca 

Takalar.  

It is necessary to open unit offices. PT. Bank Rakyat Indonesia branch office of 

Takalar has seven working units, namely: Tamalate, Galsong, Palleko, Canrego, 

Pattallassang, Buludoang, and Bontoramba. BRI Unit Pattallassang has established since 

1989 and began to reap the benefits the following years. The presence of BRI is expected 

to act as the nearest financial institution for the community 

PT. Bank Rakyat Indonesia Unit Pattallassang Takalar is located at Jl. Tikolla 

Dg. Leo, no. 116 Takalar South Sulawesi. BRI Unit Pattallassang is one of the BRI Units 

spread across municipalities in Takalar with number of personnel consisting of four 

officials including the head of Unit, Head of Credit, Deskman, and Teller.  

PT. Bank BRI Unit Pattallassang has also participated as a reference for the micro 

business world success it can be expected to save banks in the event of a global crisis. 

PT. Bank BRI Unit Pattallassang always presents and serve customers with a sincere 

heart for the sake of the integrity of trust in society.  
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B. The Organization Structure 

The organization structure of PT. Bank BRI Takalar Unit Pattallassang is as 

follow:  

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Organization Structure 

C. The Activities of Organizational Structure 

1. The Head of Unit 

a) Directing all his members to work a maximum of operational activities in 

each bank every day. Where every day before starting work all gathered in a 

room to pray first. 

b) Saving all transaction data banks in the safe file. 

c) Providing assistance to each employee which is in trouble or experiencing 

difficulty in doing activity. 

d) Checking all transaction conducted on line via computer and are done directly 

to all customers. 

 

Head of Unit 

 

Head of Credit 

 

Deskman 
 

Teller 
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2. The Head of Credit 

a) Serving customers who want to apply for credit or borrow money to the bank. 

b) Checking the customers delinquent credit payments each month and 

collecting data and then report it to the leader. 

c) Charging customers to pay their credit bills via phone or billing information 

directly to the address where they lived. 

3. Teller 

a) Assisting customers who want to conduct financial transaction like saving 

money, take money and pay the credit. 

b) Printing a detailed financial transaction each day by bank. 

c) Making bank financial statement and report all data to the leader of the bank 

or the head of unit. 

4. Deskman or Customers Service 

a) Serving customers in opening new accounts for both individuals and non-

individuals. 

b) Serving customers to request activation of an ATM card and PIN (Personal 

Identification Number) at the time of capture card. 

c) Serving customers in the savings balance checking. 

d) Serving in charging credit installment payment slip. 

e) Serving time checking installment.  

D. Positions and Personnel  

 

1. Head of Unit :  Irwansyah Hakim 

2. Head of Credit :  1). Puspowiarno 
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2). Erni Andriani 

3). Muh. Husain 

4). Wirayatman 

5). Muh. Rizal Amir 

6). Nurhadi 

7). Muh. Rizal Rahman 

8). Syamsul Rijal 

3. Deskman   : 1). Rizamayanti 

2.) Hastuti 

3). Amy BT. Haeruddin 

4. Teller   : 1). Nurbaety 

2). Sheyl 

3). Juwani Utami 

E. Job Description 

The intern was placed at Deskman in Bank BRI Unit Pattallassang. There are some 

things to do. Such us: 

1. Maintaining CIF 

Customer Information System (CIF) is data / file that contains customer information 

BRI in full contained in the BRINETS system. CIF must be made before the customer 
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Open an account at BRI. Every BRINETS Customer must have his own CIF number 

Differ from one customer to another. Because usually in a unit in one day there are 

so many customers, therefore when entering customer information to get CIF there 

is some information that is left blank to make time efficient, so the account creation 

process runs quickly. The function of CIF maintenance is to complete / improve 

customer data so that insurance can be made. Because if there is a customer data that 

is incomplete or damaged then the insurance account cannot be issued. 

 

Figure 2.2 Maintaining CIF 

2. Directing customers to signature of credit realization 

When the customer will realize a credit, the application file requires approximately 

6-8 signatures. Because in the unit office in general, those who usually apply are 

elderly, illiterate or have no education, therefore the bank must guide customers to 

sign sheets in the file and explain to customers about risks and other possibilities 

when borrowing money from bank. 

3. Completing customers data on ASKRINDO  
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The same as CIF maintenance. This insurance can be issued if the customer 

information is complete. ASKRINDO is insurance for borrower KUR (Kredit Usaha 

Rakyat)  

4. Approving insurance submissions on AKSRINDO 

Before customer data is sent to ASKRINDO, the unit head must approve the request 

for insurance issuance so that insurance can be issued using an account specifically 

used by the unit head 

5. Procedures of filling withdrawal slip  

If the customers want to withdraw money, they must fill the withdrawal slip number 

01. First they must write down the date in that day. And the customers write down 

the account number and name. After that the customer write down how much money 

they want to withdraw, and amount in words. And the last, customers sign on the 

withdrawal slip. 

6. Procedures of filling deposit slip 

If the customers want to deposit money, they must fill the deposit slip number 02. 

First, the customers must write down the date and then customers write down the 

account number and name. And then they write down the amount of money they 

want to deposit and amount in words. And the last, the customers sign on the deposit 

slip. 

7. Procedures of sending money 

If the customers want to send money, they must fill the deposit slip number 02 same 

like Procedures of filling deposit slip. First, the customers must write down the date 

and then customers write down the account number who wants to sending money 
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and name. And then they write down the amount of money they want to send and 

amount in words. And the last, the depositor sign on the deposit slip.  

8. Printing a savings book 

BRI savings books given to customers are used to find out transaction history and 

conduct cash transactions at tellers. To find out the history of transactions in the 

savings account BRI is by doing a print first Print savings books can only be done at 

BRI branch offices, in all BRI offices in Indonesia. Print passbook can be done at the 

teller and deskman desk. To print a passbook, the bank uses the BRINET application 

by entering the special code used to print a passbook in the trade code. Then input 

the account number, the passbook serial number, the last balance in the passbook, 

and the last line when printing the passbook last time. 

 

Figure 2.3 Before Printing 

9. Registering KUR/KUPEDES loans 

KUPEDES / KUR loan registration functions to find out the loan document that enter 

and exit, and make it easier for the bank to find the customer's file number, because 

in one unit less than 5,000 saved loan files. 

10. Opening application  
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In the opening of savings accounts, bank needs to ensure sufficient confidence with 

whom the bank does business relationships. The bank needs to ensure complete data 

and prospective customers with the right information. At Bank Rakyat Indonesia, the 

prospective customer’s data and information must be poured into a standard form 

APL-01 model and CIF-01. In addition to data and information on potential 

borrowers must also submit supporting documents such as identification of applicant, 

certificate of establishment and the changes, a copy of Company Registration, 

Business License as SIUP, SIUJK or other appropriate license business customers. 
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CHAPTER III 

SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION 

A. Place of the internship 

The intern had done her internship at PT. Bank BRI Unit Pattallassang located in 

Jl. Tikolla Dg. Leo Takalar, South Sulawesi. The location is very strategic because it is 

in the city of Pattallassang.  

B. Time of The Internship 

The intern conducted an internship in Bank BRI Takalar for two months, from June 

24 to August 24, on Monday until Friday, with the following office hours.  

1. Office Hour 

The office hours are obligated by the staff to come on time at 07.30 am 

to go home at 17.00 pm.  

2. Break Time 

The break time is sometimes used by staff to eat and do prayer because 

the available time is only one hour from Monday until Thursday: 12.00 pm – 

13.00 pm, and one and a half hours Friday: 12.00 pm-13.30 am. 

But at the end of the month or the last working day of the month, working 

day will be longer.  

C. Internship Procedure 

I. Before Internship 

Before conducting the internship, the intern did the following steps:  

1. Sending internship application latter. 
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2. Confirming the acceptance of agreement. 

3. Signing the statement of agreement from Bank BRI to Business English 

Study Program. 

II. During Internship 

Observation   

To collect data by observation, the intern observed the employee’s skills, 

position and operational system in Bank BRI.  

Interview 

During the internship, the intern did the interviews to the employees of 

company by giving some questions, which were able to give accurate 

information, such as: what the activities of Bank BRI. 

Documentation  

The intern read the official website of the organization to get more 

complete information that is http://eform.bri.co.id. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://eform.bri.co.id/
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CHAPTER IV 

OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS 
 

 After having an internship at Bank BRI Unit Pattallassang, the intern got many 

experiences and knowledge of how the working situation in Bank BRI. There are some outcomes 

and benefits derive from the internship: 

A. Outcomes 

The intern was placed at Deskman in Bank BRI Unit Pattllassang. Some knowledge 

and skills that the writer did during the internship in assisting the officer to do some 

responsibilities are as follows: 

1. English  

Imputing data in System BRINET, BRINET EKSPRESS, application WEB should 

use English vocabulary passively, Examples: Remittance, Miscellaneous, Notional 

Pooling, and Demand Deposit.  

2. Computer and Application 

Maintaining data after the customer opens current accounts, changing as system with 

a new PIN for registration, making a borrowing receipt, registering borrowers name 

and give the base number, and updating customer data that has a passbook, especially 

for customers who have long used their savings book. 

3. Management  

Organizing : Compiling loan documents, Arranging customer guarantees

     in accordance with the numbering rules when registering 

     loan application. 
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Managing  : Numbering and registering the loan application file, and 

     registering the loan that has been realized. 

4. Communication 

Communicating with elderly customer and staff politely and using Makassarnese if 

needed. Example: Nia” akulle ku baliang ki?, apa ki paralluang?  

5. Interpersonal Skills 

Performing two most professional behaviors:  

Being discipline and patient towards all the working activities in the office. For 

example, the intern was obliged to come at 08.000 am and finish the activities at 

17.00 pm. Another case is, the intern was directed to be patient to face and listen to 

the unexpected conditions of the customers.   

B. Benefits 

During conducting an internship at Bank BRI Unit Pattallassang Takalar 

Regency, South Sulawesi. Writer gets some benefit, as follow: 

1. The Intern  

With an internship, the intern get more information about various character of each 

customers, and more know about how to serve the customers, especially in the bank. 

2. Student of Business English Study Program 

With an internship, student get a lot of work relationships and add work experience. 

3. Business English Study Program 

With an internship, Business English Study Program get evaluation material for 

courses taught by practice in the field in order to have mutual attachment. 

4. Universitas Negeri Makassar 
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With an internship, Universitas Negeri Makassar has more work relation. 

5. Bank BRI Unit Pattallassang 

With an internship, Bank BRI Unit Pattallassang got more helped in completing the 

task. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

A. Conclusion 

There are five skills that have been practiced and understood when conducting 

internship at Bank BRI Unit Pattallassang. They are: English (Imputing data in System 

BRINET, BRINET EKSPRESS, application WEB should use English vocabulary 

passively), Computer and Application (Maintaining data after the customer opens current 

accounts, changing as system with a new PIN for registration, making a borrowing 

receipt, registering borrowers name and give the base number, and updating customer 

data that has a passbook, especially for customers who have long used their savings 

book), Management (Compiling loan documents, Arranging customer guarantees in  

accordance with the numbering rules when registering loan  application, numbering and 

registering the loan application file, and  registering the loan that has been realized), 

Communication (Communicating with elderly customer and staff politely and using 

Makassarnese if needed), and Interpersonal Skills (Discipline and Patience). 

B. Suggestions 

Before the writer closes the report writing, she gives some suggestions for student 

of Business English study program, Business English study program, and the company 

as follows:  

I. Suggestion for student of Business English study program: 

a. The students should prepare themselves to face the working world at 

internship place. 

b. Looking for internships that are closely related to the study program. 
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II. Suggestion for Business English study program: 

a. Study Program should provide a briefing for the students, what should they 

do and prepare to make the internship more efficient and also to enlarge their 

knowledge especially for business subject. 

b. The writer hope the study program can make a meeting and discuss how the 

student arranges a report of internship easily. 

III. Suggestion for the company:  

a. In completing the report, the employee or head office in the company needs 

give more tasks, and explain the main points of the activities for the writer. 

b. Objectivity in providing evaluations are important points that the writer can 

see the capabilities and shortcomings during the process of internship. 

c. Assertiveness in guiding the student in the process of internship is required 

in order students know how important the discipline.  
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6. English Words in Banking 

1. Account   : Rekening 

2. Account Activity : Aktivitas Rekening 

3. Account Balance : Saldo Rekening 

4. Account Register : Buku Nomor Pemegang Rekening 

5. Active Account : Akun Aktif 

6. Bad Debt  : Kredit Macet 

7. Debenture  : Surat Utang 

8. Debtor   : Debitur 

9. Deposit Slip  : Slip Penyetoran 

10. Currency  : Mata Uang 

11. Depositor   : Penyetor 

12. Source of Fund : Sumber Dana 

13. Rate   : Kurs 

14. Charges  : Biaya 

15. Withdrawal Slip : Slip Penarikan 

16. Forex   : Valas 

17. Formless Transaction : Transaksi Tidak Berwujud 

18. Time Deposit  : Tabungan Berjangka 

19. Remittance   : Rekening 

20. Loan   : Utang 
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